Scotland 2018

The destination

Scotland is unique!
This holds true for its people, its landscape and even more for its hunting in the
„Highlands“, the Scottish upland. The panorama is overwhelming, the scenery
breathtaking. Deep valleys, gentle and steep hillsides, high mountains, mumbling streams
and rivers, crystal clear lakes.
Solitude and wideness like it is hardly found elsewhere in Europe.

The hunt

Hunting with our Partner “International Big Game & Bird Hunting” in this sublime
landscape is probably one of the highlights in every hunter’s life. Even though no Scottish
mountain deer has antlers like an average Bulgarian deer, hunting in the Highlands is a
special and unforgettable experience for the “proper” hunter. Hunters used to raised
blinds admittedly shed drops of sweat with this quite exhausting hunting method.
However, when a deer that has been expertly stalked in all weathers in the Highlands lies
in the heather, you do not want to exchange it for an 8kg deer effortlessly shot from the
raised hide.
Here it is not the size of the wallet determining trophy size, since prices do not depend
on trophy size. Instead, physical fitness, hunting skills and a clean shot determine your
hunting success here.
In short: In our engineered age, hunting almost like in primeval times is a hunting-wise
tremendously satisfying and even for experienced hunters, new and positive experience.
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The journey

You can fly to Glasgow or Edinburgh and from there you continue your journey by rental
car or you travel with your own car by ferry either from Zeebrügge to Rosyth (Edinburgh)
or from Rotterdam to Newcastle.

Accommodation

Depending on the request, you will be accommodated in a small hotel or at an exclusive
hotel or castle.
For groups or individual clients a farmed house can be booked exclusively, where you can
also book a cook.

For example Inverlochy Castle

For example Fonab Castle

For example The Lovat Loch Ness

For example Allangrange Arms

For example Rock Cottage

For example Rowan Tree Hotel
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Prices 2018

Example Red Stag Package:
GBP
• 1 hunter and 1 observer
• 2-3 full hunting days, hunt guidance 1:1
• 2 Red Stags + 4 nights in Hotel The Lovat Loch Ness with fullboard, basis double room
• Permit, 20 % Scottish VAT
• Hunting season: 01.07.–20.10. / Rut: end Sept. – 20.10.

Example Roebuck Package:
• For 1-3 hunters in one game reserve
• 5 full hunting days (10 outings)
• A 2nd hunter (bucks will be shared)
• For a non-hunter
• 5 non- medal roebucks + 6 nights in a B&B
• Permit, 20 % Scottish VAT
• Hunting season: 01.04.–20.10. / Rut: from mid. July

Example Hind Package:
• For 1-4 hunters in one game reserve
• 4 full hunting days, hunt guidance 2:1
• 5 nights with half board
• Permit, 20 % Scottish VAT
• Hunting season: November - February
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2,700 –

GBP 2,950 –
per Hunter
GBP
630 –
GBP
580 –

GBP 1,700 –
per Hunter

THE ISLE OF RUM
The hunt

The island of Rum is one of a group known as the Inner Hebrides and lies off the West
Coast of Scotland in an area of outstanding natural beauty. Volcanic activity and glacial
erosion have created stunning landscapes.
The island was designated a National Nature Reserve in 1957 and has an abundance of
wildlife. It exceeds 100 square kilometers’. Hunting here is a unique experience. Retrieval
is mostly by pony backed up by Argo hill machines.
Red deer stalking on Rum is an unforgettable experience. The views are stunning. Terrain
is mixed with both low and high ground giving access to hunters of all abilities. It is a true
wilderness and the animals thrive here. Stalking is available for single hunters and groups.
There are two Professional Hunters and each one can take out two hunters per day.
Observers can accompany the Ghillies and remain out of sight until success has been
achieved. Non-hunters can also go fishing in the 6 lochs or two small rivers for brown
trout and occasional sea trout.

Rum from Muck

The journey

The journey to Rum takes you through some of the most scenic parts of Scotland. The
ferry leaves from the mainland port of Mallaig at the end of the famous “Road to the
Isles” from Fort William. The crossing takes 80 minute to reach the island.
The Ferry “Loch Nevis” with Rum Beyond
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Accommodation

Two options for accommodation exist on the island; There is a very comfortable Guest
House called Ivy Cottage which has well-appointed en suite rooms. Full board is available
and meals are taken in the large conservatory which has a fantastic view of the bay.
Rooms are also available in a new Bunkhouse on a self-catering or fully-catered basis. This
has a comfortable lounge area with wood-burning stove.

For example Guest House Ivy Cottage

Prices 2018

For example the Bunkhouse

Example Red Stag Package:
GBP 1,700 –
• For 1-4 hunters
per Hunter
• 3 full hunting days, hunt guidance 1:1 or 2:1
• 1 fishing day
• 1 Red Stag per each + 5 nights in Guest House Ivy Cottage with
full-board, basis double room
• Permit, 20 % Scottish VAT
• Hunting season: 01.07.–20.10. / Rut: end Sept. – 20.10.
up to 12 stags per week is possible, additional costs
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GBP
700 –
per Stag

Regulations :

In case of cancelation up to 61 days before travel start date, 50% of package costs and
100% of organization costs are charged, from 60 days before travel start, all booked
services are charged as a cancelation fee.
The organizer reserves the right to change the territory, if bad weather conditions
endanger hunting success.
Instructions of hunting guides and professional hunters are to be followed. In case an
early termination of the hunt is necessary due to non-compliance with instructions, no
refund will be given.
All hunting guests need to possess a valid firearm owner’s permit and a valid local hunting
license. Furthermore, you should have private liability insurance.
We recommend bringing your own weapon. For issue the hunting license, we
require 6-8 weeks prior to departure, a good readable color copy of the hunting
license, passport, EU firearms pass (all pages including blanks) and type, make and
serial number of your gun/s.
Prior to the start of the hunt, each hunting guests is asked to fire two test shots at a
target in the hunting area.

Additional costs:

Flights (we can help you to organize your flights to Scotland)
Ferry (we can help you to organize your ferry from Mallaig to Rum)
Travel insurance
Transfer from/to airport to hunting ground
Car rental per day
Firearms import permit
Spirits, beverages
Wounded game is considered shot and thus is charged for, plus the
game value
Tips / piece
Tips to the pony handler - only at the Isle of Rum
Trophy pre-preparation (cleaning) / piece
Remt a rifle / per rifle / per day
Hunting license
Organization fee per hunter
Organization fee per accompanying person

On request
On request
On request
On request
On request
GBP
50 –
On request

GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP

50 –
15 –
40 –
40 –
50 –
180 –
80 –

Combination hunts with game birds are possible!
Gladly we can send you an individual offer. Please, kindly let us know your wished accommodation and
piece of species
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Hunting grounds

Isle of Rum
International Airport

Recommended
Equipment:

Clothing suggestions:
* Arrival on the comfortable, casual dress
* 1 game jacket & 1 slight raincoat
* 1 light sweater & 1 durable, warm sweater
* 4 hunting shirts
* 4 Set normal underwear
* 2 pairs of lightweight socks & 2 pairs of knee socks
* Pajamas
* Slippers
* gloves & Scarf
* IMPORTANT: well run mountain boots with gaiters or rubber boots with footbed,
waterproof jacket and cap, because you have to reckon every day with drizzle.
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Weapon / Optics / ammunition:
* Weapon with strong magnifying (variable) riflescope
* 20-30 cartridges
* gun case or padded Rifle (at car arrival)
* Binoculars with 8 - 10x magnification and good twilight performance
* Cleaning inventory
Equipment:
* Suitcase or travel bag
* knife with whetstone
* Transparent plastic bags for trophies
* Seat
* possibly Target Stock
* Toiletries, razors, sewing
* neck pouch
* cord
* storm matches / lighter
* Flashlight with spare bulbs and lamps
* lightweight backpack
* Tesa Masking Tape
* Camera / Video Camera
* Movies
* Videos
* Spare battery
* replacement batteries
* spare glasses
First-aid kit:
* Personal medication
Papers:
* Passport or ID
* Hunting license
* green weapons permit
* European firearms pass
* Scottish weapons import permit
* Travel Voucher (voucher)
* cash, pounds, checks, credit cards
Tips: in cash
Entry requirements
Please note the entry requirements for the respective country. Information can be obtained at the responsible consulate.
In case a visa is needed, please be advised, that the acquisition is your own responsibility.
Vaccination requirements:
Please note the vaccination requirements fort he respective country. Information can be obtained at the responsible tropical
institute. In case a vaccination is needed, please be advised, that the adherence is your own responsibility.
The General Terms and Conditions of Blaser Safaris GmbH apply. Blaser Safaris GmbH acts as an intermediary and is not
the organizer of hunting tours. Subject to errors and alterations of prices and programs. Version 12/2017.
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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Blaser Safaris GmbH
www.blaser-safaris.com
info@blaser-safaris.com
Büro Österreich | Austria:
Europastraße 1/1 · A–7540 Güssing
AT +43 (0) 33 22 – 4 29 63 - 20
Büro Deutschland | Germany:
Ziegelstadel 1 · D-88316 Isny
DE +49 (0) 7562 – 9 14 54 - 14

